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Abstract 

The Multiply-ACCUMULATE (MAC) device is a familiar digital block that is widely used for numerous data-intensive 

applications in microprocessors and in the digital signal processors. In many filters, MAC units can effectively accelerate 

orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing algorithms. A two-cycle multiply-accumulated (MAC) high speed and an 

energy-efficient design is proposed that requires two supplementary numbers, bits of accumulator guard and saturated 

circuitry. The first stage consistsofonly part-product generation circuits and a reduction tree, whereas the second stage 

integrates all other functionality with a single sign extension approach. The proposed design is extendedto produce a 

double-throughput MAC (DT-MAC) device that either executes or accumulates efficient multiplying operations. A 

simpler method of combining the two binary numbers is achieved using adders to reduce processing time. The proposed 

adder is constructed with a KoggeStone Adder (KSA) and Brent-Kung (BK) parallel to the carry-look style adder in the 

MAC accumulator. It performs in a minimum period of time andit measures the fastest addition and is commonly used in 

industry for the achievement of highly efficient arithmetic circuits. In the KSA the carriers are computed in parallel. Chip 

area is reduced in BK. The proposed MAC with parallel prefix adder results in power reduction and high throughput. 

 

Index Terms: Multiply-Accumulate unit, parallel prefix adder, Wallace Tree, partial product reduction. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The power optimizedDigitalSignal Processing (DSP) system in wireless sensor networks is becoming more relevant. 

Thereforeconsidering the quickly developing environment of mobile devices and the extreme constraint of battery life 

power-conscious architecture needs to take account of variables. A power-aware DSP module can change energy 

consumption by reducing energy resources of systems or adjusting performance standards. For this purpose a flexible 

power scalability DSP module such as the variable bit accuracy and the variable memory space is useful which is utilized 

for a wide range of scenarios and for adapting any sensor node's operating circumstance. The DSP function uses the MAC 

method which makes it as the most successful process. The power-efficient MAC system is therefore essential for the 

power-aware DSP. MAC units like these are usually programmed for a preset operand size. For example, the 16-bit 

inputin practical sensor network implementations, each input often contains a low range while data-path hardware is 

intended to support the best possible accuracy. As an example the 8-bit multiplication onto a 16-bits multiplier will result 

in extreme power failure because signal switches are not required. Thus the power-aware architecture solution was 

proposed in previous works. The MAC is a regular digital block which gets utilized in microprocessors and in the digital 

signal processors mostly for data-intense applications. 

For an example, MAC units usually speed up efficiently by multiplexing algorithms for orthogonal frequency division. A 

vital MAC architecture is a multiplier and a build-up as set out in Fig. 1. 
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Fig.1.  Architecture of general MAC 

 

The inputs are provided to the multiplier and the final input summarizes the following objects. In addition, the multipliers 

are a component product unit (i.e.,PP unit) and a compact adder (final adder). In order to optimize MAC output, the 

crucial pause must be minimized by adding a separate pipeline record both within the proposed PP unit in between the 

final adder and PP unit. This provides a 3-cycle MAC architecture (As shown in Fig. 1), but boosts the bandwidth, 

electricity and the whole region. Many previous experiments have been based on architectural approaches to minimize 

multiplier latency in the PP device or in the final adder. It can be used in the PP unit with the algorithm changed from the 

stand or its succeeding devices. The partial tree reduction result of the PP system may be designed with high speed or 

speed compressors. Mathew et al, suggest a distribute forward look-adder to easily combine PP unit outputs. Liu et al, use 

the hybrid add-on to minimize the time delay as a design that needs equivalent time for each adder. Two separate transport 

propagations are wasted in the same MAC circuit, as transport takes time. The trick for the current method is to expand 

the commodity signal; the sign-extending circuit and the saturation device accumulate in the second phase. In the second 

phase of the pipeline, the product feedback would be searched. 

As the Wallace tree is formed into parallel artefacts, its time of operation is proportionate to the count of inputs. So the 

total count of outputs is reduced by number 1 of the inputs. Several counters (3:2) or (7:3) are used to reduce output 

volume at each pipeline stage during the actual implementation. The MAC combines multiplication and combination 

calculations with current operations and proposes that the hybrid CSA structure decreases the critical path and improves 

the production frequency. A CLA is introduced into the CSA tree to decrease the count of sections in the last adder. In 

addition, combined intermediate measurement effects in place of final additive outputs are added to maximize the 

production rate by increasing the pipeline space. 

 

Section II covers two cycles of MAC architecture and three cycles. Section III explains the partial decline of Wallace tree 

materials. In Section IV the parallel prefix adder is briefed. The findings are displayed in Section V andthe article finishes 

in Section VI. 

 

PIPELINED MAC ARCHITECTURE 

A single MAC design is a multiplier and an integrated adder, as seen in Figure 2. The feedback is given to the multiplier 

and summarizes certain items in the accumulated adder. In addition, the multipliers are a component product unit (PP 

unit) and a compact adder (final adder). The crucial pause needs to be minimized by adding a separate recording pipeline 

both in the PP unit and among the PP unit and ultimate adder to improve the MAC output. This provides a 3-cycle MAC 

design (Fig. 2), but raises overhead for latency, energy and area. 
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Fig.2 The block diagram of the MAC architecture with 2 and 3 stages 

 

The MAC nature of the two supplements suggested is shown in figure 3. In the first stage evaluates to the simple 

architecture in Fig. 2, the actual design changes the final adder with a carry-save adder in the second. So the significant 

latency of the MAC architecture depends still on the PP, but now the delays of 

both phases are the same. The second stage is quicker particularly for larger operand sizes andby which it 

can accumulate more guard pieces. 

 

 
Fig.3 The block diagram of a proposed MAC-2C new architecture. 
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Three architectures the final adder and the engineered adder are the same PP unit configuration. 

• MAC-2C is a two-cycle MAC with a path from PP to final adder (in Fig. 2). 

• MAC-3C is a 3-cycle in MAC but key route is entirely inside the PP unit (Fig. 2). 

• MAC-NEWsignifies our 2-cycle MAC which also covers the PP machine fully; (Fig. 3). 

The new MAC system intrinsically provides a faster pace than the two-cycle foundation architecture. We therefore 

evaluate whether the time constraints available can be used to minimize energyandpower. Below we just lower the door 

with the present timing slack, so this is a practical way of preserving energy. The voltage reduction is certainly an option, 

but it needs a specific generation and overhead. MAC-2C and MAC-NEW are now compared with the same time 

restrictions. For example, Step 1 of the MAC-NEW with a time limit corresponding to the critical pause in phase 1 for 

MAC-2C is added. Once the last adder in MAC-NEW is replaced, the PP system meets the time limit for low-speed gates. 

In the other hand as the existing carrying adder precedes the accumulation adder of the MAC-NEW, the gates must be 

slightly extended to meet the stage 2 of the MAC-2C. 

 

THE WALLACE TREE MULTIPLIER 

It is an efficient digital circuit hardware program multiplying two integral components. It has three steps: 

• Multiply every bit of one story, every bit of a different statement. 

• Minimize the sum of partial products to the 2 layers of half and full adders. 

• Group and attach 2 numbers of wires to the traditional adder. 

The disadvantage of the wallace tree is the faster rate than the naïve insertion of partial products with normal suppliers. 

They haveO(log n)-reduction layers, but for each and every layer only O(n) propagation lag is present. The naive 

inclusion of partial objects takes O(log2n) time. Since the partial products are generated as the final addition O(1) and 

O(log n), the total multiplication is O (log n). A complex theoretical perspective is used by the Wallace tree algorithm to 

multiply class NC1. In comparison to the naive inclusion of partial products, the downside of the Wallace tree is the far 

larger door count. These estimates just take account of gate delays and do not fix wire delays that are also very important. 

The wallace tree is often seen with an additional tree of 3/2 or 4/2. 

It's a fast way to multiply. The routine of the Wallace Tree multiplier is swifter for large operands. As seen in Fig. 4, the 

partial product matrix is restructered to make a tree-like framework for a screen multiplier. The amount of supplements 

and the essential path is decreased. The key functional block of every processor unit is a multiplier. There are many 

multiplication algorithms that can be built using the type of the multiplier. The Wallace tree algorithm is beneficial for 

speed of operation among several multiplication algorithms. Technology advances expand the high-speed and low power 

consumption. The Wallace tree multiplier's operation is the same in the first cycle of multiplication and generates partial 

products. The Wallace tree multiplier introduces partial products in the first three rows in the second round. The quantity 

and the product are then added to the next set of partial parts. This method continues until the finished product is 

manufactured. For this row-wise add-on process, half and full adders are used. In the processing of finished product 

conditions additional products therefore play a very important function. The rate of addition will affect the process of 

multiplication. 
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Fig. 4. An 8X8 Wallace Tree Multiplier with 4:2 Compressors 

 

In developing wallace trees multipliers, the adder architecture plays an essential role in enhancing the efficiency of the 

multiplication process. This article introduces a new system for wallace propagators in which PPAs will connect the final 

line of partial products to the total generated in the previous stage and generate the final conditions for the commodity. 

The PPAs are designs derived in the first place from the concept of generating and propagating parts. 

A compressor (4:2) takes four bits of a partial column matrix, creates a column-to-one column contribution of two bits, 

and the same column produces one bit. Thus (4:2) a compressor is fitted with four inputs I1, I2, I3 and I4 and gives two 

Sum S and C outputs with the COUT CIN. The compressor shows (4:2) with two absolute adders in Figure 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5. 4:2 Compressors 
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PARALLEL PREFIX ADDER 

The Kogge–Stone adder 

The Kogge–Stone Adder (KSA or KS) is a parallel prefix form of carry look ahead adder. The Kogge–Stone adder has 

more fields than the Brent–Kung adder, but on each stage it has a lower fan which improves the output for normal CMOS 

method nodes. For Kogge–Stone adders, however, cable congestion remains a concern. As seen, a "propagate" and a 

"generate" bit occurs per vertical point. In the end (vertically) the climax bits are formed when the initial spread bits after 

the input are XOR'd (red boxes). For example, the propagated bit in the far-right red box (one "1") and a carrying bit (the 

"0"), producing "1" are determined by the first (less significant) sum bit. For the second case to the right (a "0"), the 

second bit of the XORing is determined by a C0 (a "0") producing a "0" 

The adder sparsity is the sum of bitsthat the truck creates in the so-called sparse Kogge–Stone adder (SKA). Each bit is 

called Sparsity-1, every bit is called Sparsity-2, with Sparsity-4 being the fourth bit. The resulting transportation is then 

used as inputs for much shorter carries or other designs which produce the final quantities of the components. Increased 

economies minimize the overall estimate needed to mitigate congestion. 

 

Adder is a factor in the design and processing of automatic circuits. Adder thus constitutes the principal field of research 

for the success of digital structures in the VLSI architecture. The foundation for power consumption and delay is 

efficiency. Parallel VLSI technology prefix adders have proved reliable. Adders are not only used for arithmetical 

processes but also for address and index calculations. Logic gate variations are used by adders to combine the number 

with the binary values. The producers are divided and able to merge the figures. The simultaneous integration of Prefix 

Adders into microprocessors, DSPs, handheld computers and other high speed applications is carried out. The decreased 

complexity and latency of the Parallel Prefix Adders improves productivity with factors such as delay and strength. The 

parallel prefix supplements are essential for high-speed arithmetic circuits. 

 

The delay to incorporate Carry-Look Ahead can be solved with the parallel prefix extension system. This concept is to 

measure small intermediate prefixes until all bits are measured and find large prefix community. The estimation of the 

parallel prefix takes three crucial steps: 

1) Quantify input bits no produced and also the propagated signals. 

2) Calculate the whole parallel chain holding estimate called prefix. 

3) Calculate the final input figure. 

Pre-processing step: We measure, generate and transmit signals on each pair of inputs A and B at this point. These signals 

are seen in the logic equations 1&2. 

Pi = Ai x-or Bi ...……….(1)  

Gi = Ai and Bi ……...….(2) 

The Carry Generation Network: We quantify each bit at this point. The execution of these activities is performed in 

tandem. Transmission and generation are seen as intermediate signals. Below are the logical equations for propagation 

and generation. 

Pi:j = Pi:kand Pk-1:j …………(3) 

Gi:j = Gi:k or (Pi:kand Gk-1:j) ..(4) 

As shown in fig 6, Black/gray cells enforce the two equations provided, normally used in the following prefix trees 

debate. 

Stage of Post Processing: The logic equations used to calculate the total bits for the input bits are given below. 

 Ci = (Pi and Cin) or Gi ……(5) 

 Si = Pi xor Ci-1 ……………(6) 
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Fig.6. TheBlack cell and Gray cell 

 

It is a parallel prefix formation for Carry Look-ahead Adder. Fig. 7 is seen as a parallel prefix adder composed of operator 

nodes. It is the fastest adder based on the time setup. 

 
 

Fig.7.16-bit ks adder 

 

The Brent Kung Adder 

The Brent–Kung adder for the wagon lookout is the Prefix Adder (PPA) parallel (CLA). The adder construction has 

reduced cable congestion and decreased the regularity, which improves stability and less surface requirements for the 

Kogge-Stone adder (KSA). It's much smoother than belt adders (RCA). The first multi-bit supplements were developed in 

the early days and called after the transport impact, which spread from right to left. The time required was directly 

proportional to the inserted bit duration. The carrier is tested in parallel at Brent–Kung adders, thereby minimizing the 

additional period. That's the other way around. Further testing has been carried out to reduce energy consumption and 

flash range and to speed up Brent-Kung add-ons and other concurrent add-ons to make them ideal for low strength. 

A Brent-Kung adder is a traditional parallel adder that minimizes the chip area and encourages its growth. 

The Network of Brent-Kung Prefix for the Nuclear Process is part of the hybrid system (Fig. 8). One of the benefits of the 

adder being that the longer carriage is identical to the intermediate carriages that the scheme is described by forward 

roads. Compared to some parallel additives, the fan out the adder is weaker, yet the duration of the cable is smaller. 
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Fig.8.TheBrent Kung adder 

 

Finally, the style is plain and conventional. Internal phase p configuration, including the revised PPA and the skip 

justification, is seen in Fig 8. Notice that the PPA is determined to be 8 (i.e. Mp = 8) for this figure. 

At the pre-processing point, the propagation signals (Pi) and signals (Gi) are determined, as seen in the diagram. In the 

next step, the longer propagation (i.e. G 8:1) of the prefix network and P8:1 is determined using the concurrent prefix 

network Brent–Kung which is generated faster than all intermediate signals in the network by all propagated input signals. 

Signal P8:1 in the skip logic would be used to decide if the outcome of execution from the preceding stage (i.e. CO,p−1) 

should be skipped. This signal is often used as a prediction signal in the latency adder vector. Both these activities should 

be described in parallel with other methods. If P8:1 is one, CO,p−1 can miss the stage predicting those essential routes. In 

contrast, CO,p is identical to G8:1 and P8:1 is zero. In this scenario, no critical route would be permitted. 

Intermediate carriers are determined by the parallel network prefix functions CO, P−1 and intermediate signals (Fig. 8). 

Finally, the product quantity is determined at the post-processing stage. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The simulation outcome of the proposed MAC using wallace tree reduction architecture and the parallel prefix adder is 

given in Fig.9. The proposed design has been implemented in VHDL and simulated using Modelsim. RTL design is 

synthesized using Xilinx ISE and its parameters are shown in Table I. 
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Fig.9. Simulation result of proposed MAC 

 

 

Table.I Performance Comparison between existing method and proposed method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.10. Comparison chart of Gate Count for Different MAC designs 
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Fig.11. Comparison chart of Power for Different MAC designs 

 

 

 
Fig.12. Comparison chart of Delay for Different MAC designs 

 

CONCLUSION 

The modern two-cycle multiply-accumulate (MAC) architercture, which is a high-speed, energy-efficient design is 

proposed. The design of the wallace tree reduction results in a partial product reduction. Replacing the multiplier 

accumulator adder with a parallel prefix adder makes the two-cycle MAC architecture quicker and more energy effective 

and region efficient than the basic two-cycle MAC architecture. The latest system is calculated at 31 percent quicker and 

decreases operating resources by an average of 32 percent relative to traditional double and triple-cycle MAC designs. 
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